[You have raised my attention …]
Mr. Goasguen wrote on June and September 2002, one whole year
earlier.

[… case
particularly
well known
from my
service…]
[…Mrs Jarrier was absent from
th
work from November 10 1997
st
to March 1 1998 without
justification….]

Very negative
remark

False : I was on medical leave.
I was not away from work
without a reason.
The first administrative
judgment copied this argument
or lines to pretend I was
mentally ill.
The minister did not want the
tribunal to request a witness
expert in psychiatry. So, they
tried to confine me with the
police help in 2004.
th

rd

Medical certificate 4 August 1998 to 3 August 1999
th
rd
Medical certificate 4 August 1999 to 3 October 2000
In fact, there are 4 medical leave certificates established by the Ministry.
The first and the last medical certificate concern respectively 4 and 8
months backwards periods.
The doctor, who carries out the annual examinations, did not see me but
requested a compulsory medical leave on psychiatric grounds. He
established a certificate though he has not seen me for 2 years.
The first psychiatrist from the ministry of defense wrote that I was not
aggressive, was eager to work and am clever.
The second one wrote that I was fit for work nevertheless the medical
center of the ministry issued a medical certificate for an 11 month leave.

Mrs Alliot-Marie attests with details facts she did not see. No one before Mrs
Alliot-Marie and his cabinet has contested my letter relating a rough and over
two years old attitude from the personnel staff at a meeting. They wanted to
call for soldiers to kick me out.
[… she denied to discuss…]
False.

[… having refused to
come back and not
requesting any other
positions…]
False
I didn’t not refuse to
come back..
I applied to several
available positions.

[… she has
been affected to
…]
The job offered
was
discriminative.

[... after several attempts and her
refusal to join the posts which have
been offered…]

I did not refuse several jobs.
They only offered one and it was a
discriminative one regarding my
status. Moreover it was far away
from the main office. The long
journeys were not possible with my
backbone problems. I only refuse
that one post on medical ground
requesting and applying for other
jobs.
Trade unions did not agree on the
dismissal.

…dismissal with
personnel
representatives’
agreement
False : all the
personnel
representatives
refused getting
involved in my
dismissal.

The Court copied these lines to
justify the dismissal.

…note…there is a case at
Court… not yet judged….
Mrs Alliot-Marie involves
herself deeply in this letter
though the case is at Court.
.

